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a b s t r a c t

The current design of vertical axis wind turbines (VAWTs) suffers from inevitable change in tip speed
ratio, l, in variant wind conditions due to fixed rotor speed. At relatively high wind speeds, which are
promising due to high wind power potential, VAWTs operate at low l with poor power coefficient.
Morphing airfoils can be a potential solution by modifying the airfoil shape to optimal at each l. The
optimal airfoil shape for VAWTs at low l, where dynamic stall is present, has not yet been studied in the
literature, therefore, the present study addresses this gap by focusing on this regime to serve as a step
towards designing morphing airfoils for VAWTs by identifying the optimal airfoil shape at low l. The
present study performs a combined analysis of three shape defining parameters, namely the airfoil
maximum thickness and its position as well as the leading-edge radius, to reveal the overall design space.
The analysis is based on 252 high-fidelity transient CFD simulations of 126 identical airfoil shapes. The
simulations are verified and validated with three experiments. The results show that the three shape
defining parameters have a fully coupled impact on the turbine power and thrust coefficients. When l
reduces from 3.0 to 2.5, the optimal airfoil changes from NACA0018e4.5/2.75 to NACA0024e4.5/3.5, that
is increasing the maximum thickness from 18%c to 24%c and shifting its position from 27.5%c to 35%c,
while the leading-edge radius index, I, remains 4.5. In general, reducing I from the default value of 6.0 to
4.5 is found to increase the turbine CP.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

1.1. The state-of-the-art and research gaps

Airfoil shape plays a crucial role in overall performance of
aerodynamic bodies and this has resulted in extensive research to
design dedicated airfoil shapes based on the target design condi-
tion. Some examples are for helicopters [1e3], aircrafts [4e7],
micro-air vehicles [8,9], propellers [10e12], gas turbine blades
[13,14], fans/compressors [15e18] and wind turbines [19e27].

For horizontal axis wind turbines (HAWTs), a few examples of
dedicated airfoil series are S8xx series by NREL, USA [25], FFAW-xxx
series by FOI, Sweden [28], Risø-A1-xxx and also B- and P-series by
Risø, DTU, Denmark [20e22], and DU xx-W-xxx series by TU Delft,
logy, Tehran, Iran.
.R. Tirandaz), a.rezaeiha@tue.
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the Netherlands [26,27].
In contrast, vertical axis wind turbines (VAWTs) originally bor-

rowed their airfoil shapes from helicopter industry, i.e. the typical
symmetric NACA four-digit airfoil series, and characterization and
optimization of airfoil shape for VAWTs have received much less
attention [29,30]. The pioneering works on the analysis of the
airfoil shape for VAWTs are the works by Kato et al. [31], Klimas
[32], Galbraith et al. [33], Claessens [34] and Ferreira and Geurts
[35]. To this date, the commercial VAWTs are not yet widely
benefitting from dedicated airfoil shapes and this has contributed
to their comparatively low aerodynamic performance against their
modern horizontal axis counterparts [36e41].

The blade of a VAWT operates in a wide range of positive/
negative angles of attack, a. Due to the cyclic variations of a, the
blade experiences unsteady separation. At low tip speed ratios (l),
the blade could experience both pre- and post-stall regimes in a
complex transient manner. In that case, dynamic stall would
happen resulting in the well-known hysteresis effects on the
aerodynamic loads [42e46]. This further sophisticates the blade
le under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Nomenclature

a Angle of attack [ᵒ]
ass Static stall angle [ᵒ]
q Azimuth angle [ᵒ]
l Tip speed ratio, RU/U∞ [�]
n Kinematic viscosity of air [m2/s]
s Solidity, nc/d [�]
U Turbine rotational speed [rad/s]
c Airfoil chord length [m]
Cm Instantaneous moment coefficient, M/(qAR) [�]
CP Power coefficient, P/(qAU∞) [�]
CT Turbine thrust coefficient, T/(qA) [�]
I Airfoil leading-edge radius index [�]
M Turbine moment [Nm]
n Number of blades [�]

P Turbine output power [W]
q Dynamic pressure [Pa]
R Turbine radius [m]
Rec Chord-based Reynolds number, cU∞

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ l2

q
=n [�]

rLE Airfoil leading-edge radius [% c]
T Turbine thrust force [N]
t/c Airfoil relative maximum thickness [%]
U∞ Freestream velocity [m/s]
u Instantaneous streamwise velocity [m/s]
v Instantaneous lateral velocity [m/s]
Vtan,n Dimensionless instantaneous tangential velocity,

(ucos(q)þvsin(q))/U∞

Vrel Relative velocity [m/s]
xt/c Chordwise-position of airfoil maximum thickness [%]
AD Absolute deviation
TI Total turbulence intensity [%]
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aerodynamics of VAWTs. As a result of this, not a single design
condition exists for VAWTs so that a single optimal airfoil shape can
be designed for and this has significantly hindered the airfoil
optimization efforts for VAWTs.

Instead, a comprehensive characterization of the parameters
defining the airfoil shape would provide a fundamental under-
standing of their individual/combined influences on the power
performance of VAWTs. In addition, the developed knowledge
would be a step forward towards designing improved airfoil shapes
for VAWTs. However, such comprehensive knowledge on the
impact of the airfoil shape defining parameters on the aerodynamic
performance of VAWTs is currently not sufficiently developed in
the literature. Table 1 lists an overview of the literature on char-
acterization of airfoil shape for VAWTs. In the table, summary in-
formation on the investigated airfoil shapes (number of studied
shapes, studied parameters and their range), the method of the
Table 1
Overview of the literature on characterization of airfoil shape for VAWTs.

Reference Airfoil shape

Date Author # Cases Parameters Range [%]

1978 Healy [47] 4 t/c 9e18
1983 Migliore [48] 10 t/c 12e18
1991 Kirke and Lazauskas [49] 5 t/c, C t/c: 12e21,

C: 0e4
2012 Mohamed [54] 20 e t/c: 5.9e30.

xt/c: 20.8e4
C: 0e4.3 xC

2014 Ragni et al. [62] 5 e t/c: 15e25
2015 Nguyen et al. [55] 4 t/c 12e21
2015 Bedon et al. [50] 6 t/c 15e25
2016 Torabi Asr et al. [63] 6 t/c, C t/c: 18e24,

C: 0e4
2016 Chen et al. [60] 16 t/c, I, xt/c t/c: 15e24

I: 0e9 [-] xt
2017 Subramanian et al. [56] 4 t/c 12e30
2018 Wang et al. [61] 64 t/c, xt/c, C, xC t/c: 6e18

xt/c: 15e40
C: 0.61e3.8

2018 Jafari et al. [51] 6 e t/c: 19.6e24
2018 Fern�andez et al. [52] 34 e t/c: 12e25

C: 0e8 xC: 0
2019 Song et al. [64] 10 rLE 1e9
2020 Song et al. [57] 4 t/c 12e21
2020 Mazarbhuiya and Biswas [58] 5 t/c 22.5e37.5
2020 Jain and Saha [59] 5 t/c 9e21

Note: MST (multiple streamtube model); DMST (double MST); WT (wind tunnel); PC (pa
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study (numerical/experimental) and the turbine geometrical and
operational characteristics in the study (turbine solidity, tip speed
ratio and Reynolds number) are presented.

Among the presented literature, the momentum-based models,
such as the multiple streamtube models, have been employed by
Healy [47], Migliore [48], Kirke and Lazauskas [49], Bedon et al.
[50], Jafari et al. [51], Fern�andez et al. [52]. However, such models
are fundamentally developed for HAWTs and do not correspond to
the underlying physics of VAWTs and their inaccuracies to predict
the power performance of VAWTs are already known in the liter-
ature, see Ref. [53].

Among the high-fidelity CFD studies, a few, e.g. Ref. [54],
randomly selected several studies, therefore, no insight on the in-
fluence of the airfoil shape defining parameters could not be
developed. Detailed analysis of the literature shows that, on the one
hand, the majority of the systematic studies are mainly focused on
Method Turbine conditions

s l Re [ � 105]

Num (MST) 0.05e0.15 2.25e6 1.1e23.3
Num (MST) 0.07e0.21 2e12 30
Num (DMST) 0.19e0.76 0.12e4.25 2

1
2.2
: 0e82.3

Num (CFD) 0.1e0.25 2e10 e

Exp (WT), Num (PC) 0.07e0.13 3e7 3.5, 7, 10
Num (CFD) 0.25 2.33 1.6e3.8
Num (DMST) 0.16 1.5e8.5 1e3
Num (CFD) 0.33 1.2e4.2 0.67e1.87

/c: 20e50
Num (CFD) 0.6 0.5e4 e

Num (CFD) 0.33, 0.5 1.0e2.5 5.1e9.8

1 xC: 0e5

Num (CFD) 0.5 1.5e5 1.2e3.4

Num (DMST) 0.2e0.6 1.0e12 3.6e31.4

, 4
Num (DMST) 0.25e0.5 2.5e5 0.84e1.6

Num (CFD) 0.68 0.5e3 2.9e8.2
Num (CFD) 0.68 0.5e3 2.9e8.2
Num (CFD) 0.3 1.6e2.8 0.49e0.77
Num (CFD) 0.16 2 1.25

nel code); C (maximum camber); xC (chordwise position of maximum camber).



Table 2
Characteristics of the reference turbine.

Turbine type Darrieus H-type

n 1
d 1 m
s 0.06
Airfoil shape NACA0018-63 (i.e. original NACA0018)

- t/c ¼ 18%
- xt/c ¼ 30%
- I ¼ 6

c 0.06 m
U∞ 9.3 m/s
U 46.5, 55.8 rad/s
l 2.5, 3.0
Rec [ � 105] 1.03, 1.20
TI 5%

Fig. 1. Top view of the reference turbine (not to scale). The (þ) and (�) signs denote
the pressure and suction sides for 0� � q < 180� .
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the impact of a single airfoil shape defining parameter, mostly the
airfoil relative maximum thickness (t/c), see for example the works
of Nguyen et al. [55], Subramanian et al. [56], Song et al. [57],
Mazarbhuiya and Biswas [58], Jain and Saha [59]. This is while the
other shape defining parameters are kept fixed in the study. Note
that some parameters such as the chordwise position of maximum
thickness and the leading-edge radius has received much less
attention.

These factors limit the generality of the provided conclusions
mainly because the airfoil defining shape parameters could have
coupled impacts on the boundary layer events along the blade, the
stall behavior, and the resultant aerodynamic loading. Therefore,
isolated analysis of one parameter, while the others are kept con-
stant, might be misleading by not presenting the global picture.

On the other hand, dynamic stall is an important flow phe-
nomenon associated with VAWTs and its occurrence at low l is
Table 3
Details of computational domain, gird and boundary conditions.

Computational domain (see Fig. 2a) 30 d � 30 d (d: turb

Computational grid (see Fig. 2bee) 302,815 quadrilater
Boundary conditions Inlet: uniform norm

Outlet: zero static ga
Side boundaries: sym
Walls: no-slip
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inevitable as the typical design of VAWTs does not incorporate
variable-speed control. Furthermore, except the turbine start up,
low l corresponds to relatively high wind speeds, where the
available power potential is significant, however, the turbine is
unable to extract. Thus, characterizing the impact of the airfoil
shape focusing on this operational regime is of high importance as
future designs can focus on morphing blades adapting the airfoil
shape to the identified optimal shape at this regime to maximize
the power output. However, to the best of our knowledge, no
previous study has focused on this particular regime.

In addition, the number of the airfoil shapes per study in sys-
tematic high-fidelity CFD studies is limited to very few shapes,
except the works of Chen et al. [60] and Wang et al. [61], where
larger number of shapes were investigated, although still the focus
was not on the dynamic stall regime.

1.2. Novelty and objectives

Three main gaps are identified in the literature of airfoil studies
for VAWTs, see Table 1, which are briefed as follows:

i. The first gap is related to the common decoupled analysis of
the impact of the airfoil shape defining parameters, meaning
that a parameter is studied while having the rest fixed and
deriving conclusions accordingly.

ii. The second gap is associated with deriving conclusions based
on limited number of the airfoil shapes studied.

iii. The third gap is with respect to the regime of study, that is
the low tip speed ratios including dynamic stall, which has
not been the focus of the study mainly because the majority
of the studies have focused on the optimal regime. However,
in order to design morphing airfoil shapes adapting their
shape according to the turbine tip speed ratio, all the relevant
tip speed ratios would be important and cannot be neglected.

To address these gaps, the present study has the following aim
and objectives:

i. To understand the individual/combined impact of the airfoil
shape defining parameters on the turbine power and thrust
coefficients (CP and CT) using a coupled analysis, meaning
that all the possible combinations of the studied parameters
within a relevant range will be studied.

ii. To drive generalizable conclusions by basing that on an
extensive systematic analysis including 252 transient simu-
lations corresponding to 126 identical airfoil shapes (6
different airfoil relative maximum thickness t/c, 7 different
chordwise position of the airfoil maximum thickness xt/c,
and 3 different leading-edge radius indexes I) at 2 different
tip speed ratios, l, performed

iii. Identifying the optimal airfoil shapes at low tip speed ratios,
where the dynamic stall complicates the blade
aerodynamics.

The focus of the work will be on symmetric airfoil shapes
ine diameter)

al cells, 800 cells around the airfoil circumference, max yþ < 2.5
al velocity (TI ¼ 5%, turbulence length scale ¼ d);
uge pressure;
metry;



Fig. 2. Schematic of (a) the computational domain (not to scale); (bee) grid.

Fig. 3. Grid sensitivity analysis for the reference turbine: streamwise force coefficient
during the last turbine revolution.
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modified based on the popular NACA four-digit airfoil series. The
analysis is based on unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes
(URANS) approach, already extensively validated with experi-
mental data.

The provided conclusions will help to characterize the influence
425
of airfoil shape defining parameters on power performance of
VAWTs and to identify the optimal airfoil shapes at low tip speed
ratios to support designing morphing airfoil shapes for VAWTs.

1.3. The regime of study

Unlike the more common HAWTs, the current design of VAWTs
have fixed rotor rotational speed (excl. the start-up). Therefore,
their tip speed ratio is inevitably varyingwithin awide range due to
the changes in the incoming flow velocity. More specifically, at
higher wind speeds, which are theoretically more interesting due
to the higher available wind power, they would operate in low tip
speed ratios. However, due to the occurrence of dynamic stall, their
power performance dramatically drops, and this has a significant
impact on their annual energy production (AEP). Thus, towards
improving the design of smart VAWT through identifying the
optimal airfoil shapes for morphing blades, the present study fo-
cuses on low tip speed ratios.

1.4. Paper outline

This paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 gives a brief overview
of the computational settings and parameters. The solution verifi-
cation and validation studies are also discussed. Sec. 3 describes the
studied airfoil shapes, the equations to generate the modified air-
foils and the list of the test cases. The results are presented and
discussed in Sec. 4, where in 2 sub-sections the impact of each
parameter is separately discussed and then a sub-section discussed



Table 4
Validation studies: details of the experiments and the absolute deviation (AD) between CFD and experiment in %. Experimental uncertainty (ExUn) is also reported in % where
available.

Validation study Turbine and test settings Validation parameter Comparison of CFD and Exp.

l s k Re [ � 105]

1 2.0 0.125 0.125 0.5 q 90� 108� 133� 158� 223�

AD 31.1 11.6 4.5 16.6 7.4
ExUn 20.2 11.0 12.5 17.5 31.1

2 4.5 0.12 0.06 1.7 x/R 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5
AD (u)a 6.8 8.0 9.8 11.7 12.3
AD (v)a 2.8 2.5 2.3 2.2 2.3

3 2.04e3.08 0.25 0.082 0.91e1.8 l 2.04 2.33 2.51 2.64 3.08
AD (CP) 3.42 10.7 0.5 6.8 23.2

a Averaged along the lateral direction (�0.75 � y/d � 0.75).

Fig. 4. Symmetric airfoil shape parameters.
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their combined impact. Finally, a last sub-section presents an
aerodynamic analysis of the optimal airfoil shapes. Discussion and
conclusions are given in Sec. 5 and 6.
2. Computational settings and parameters

2.1. Turbine characteristics

The reference turbine is a one-bladed Darrieus (lift-based) H-
type VAWT with the geometrical and operational characteristics
given in Table 2. The location of blade-spoke connection is c/2. A
schematic of the reference turbine is depicted in Fig. 1. The refer-
ence turbine is a simplified version of the turbine in the experiment
by Tescione et al. [65], which is used for one of the validation
studies performed by the authors [66]. The simplified version ex-
cludes the shaft and the spokes and only has one blade to reduce
the computational cost associated with the large number of sim-
ulations in the present study, i.e. in total 252 transient simulations.
Please note that this simplification is believed to have negligible
impact on the conclusions of this study because the influence of the
excluded components has been already studied and known in our
previous works [67,68]. For example, regarding the number of
blades, we have found that the power performance of low-solidity
VAWTs is weakly dependent on the number of blades within awide
range of tip speed ratios. Therefore, in the present study, a one-
Table 5
Range of studied airfoil shape parameters.

Relative maximum thickness, t/c [%]

Chordwise position of maximum thickness, xt/c [%]
Leading-edge radius index, I
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bladed low-solidity turbine is selected, which will be highly
beneficial considering the computational cost.

The rest of the turbine geometrical and operational character-
istics are based on our previous studies on characterization of
VAWTs [68,69].
2.2. Computational settings

The simulations are based on solving the incompressible URANS
simulations together with the four-equation transition SST turbu-
lence model, all with the second-order spatial/temporal dis-
cretization. The SIMPLE scheme is used for the pressure-velocity
coupling. The employed solver is the commercial CFD package
ANSYS Fluent v2019R2. Table 3 lists the rest of the computational
settings regarding the computational domain, grid and boundary
conditions. Fig. 2 shows the schematic of the computational
domain and different regions of the computational grid.

The choice of the turbulence model in this work is based on an
extensive critical analysis of seven commonly used Reynolds-
averaged eddy-viscosity turbulence models against three
different dissimilar experiments [66] and two more advanced
scale-resolving simulations [45,70]. The conclusions of these
studies showed that the four-equation transition SST turbulence
models is the best-performing eddy-viscosity model for URANS
simulation of complex unsteady aerodynamics of VAWTs in dy-
namic stall.

The transient simulations of turbines utilize an azimuthal
increment of dq ¼ 0.1�, corresponding to an absolute time-step of
3.75339546 � 10�5 s and 3.12782955 � 10�5 s at tip speed ratios of
2.5 and 3.0. This azimuthal increment results in 3600 time-steps
per turbine revolution. The value of dq is selected based on the
best-practice guidelines for CFD simulations of VAWTs, where the
minimum requirement at low tip speed ratios to have time-step
independent results was found to be 0.1�.

A number of 20 iterations per time-step is employed to ensure
that the scaled residuals drop below 10�5. In total, 20 turbine
revolutions, i.e. 72,000 time-steps, are simulated to reach statistical
convergence of the transient simulations. Therefore, the results
presented in this work correspond to the 21st turbine revolution.
The convergence criterion is also based on the best-practice
guidelines for CFD simulations of VAWTs [71].
10, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24

20, 22.5, 25, 27.5. 30, 35, 40
4.5, 6.0, 7.5



Fig. 5. Studied airfoil profiles.
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2.3. Solution verification and validation

The domain size, the azimuthal increment, and the convergence
criterion are based on the best-practice guidelines for CFD simu-
lations of VAWTs [71]. The selection of the domain type is because
our previous comparison with 2.5D URANS simulations showed
negligible systematic difference [69].

The grid is selected based on a grid sensitivity analysis per-
formed for the reference turbine, where the employed grid, coarse
gird, is compared with a grid uniformly doubled in all directions,
resulting in 1,211,260 cells for the fine grid. Fig. 3 shows the turbine
streamwise force coefficient (CFx) during the last turbine revolution
for the coarse and fine grids. The mean and maximum absolute
deviation in CFx between the two grids is 0.01 and 0.07. The Grid
Convergence Index (GCI) by Roache [72] is employed to further
427
analyze the grid independence of the results. The GCIcoarse calcu-
lated using the turbine thrust coefficient, employing a safety factor
of 1.25, for the coarse-fine grid pair is 0.0073, which is 2.45% of the
Richardson’s extrapolated value. Further details of the grid sensi-
tivity analysis for the reference turbine is given in Ref. [73].

The CFD simulations are validated against three different ex-
periments. The three turbines employed in the validations have
different properties (i. e. different number of blades, solidity, airfoil
shape, tip speed ratio, and Reynolds number). The experiments are
performed in different wind tunnels and they reported dissimilar
flow or turbine quantities. These variety helps to ensure the accu-
racy of the present CFD simulations. A brief overview of the three
validation studies is given below:



Fig. 6. Angle of attack vs azimuth for tip speed ratios of 2.5 and 3.0. The ass,min and
ass,max are the minimum and maximum static stall angles for studied airfoils based on
Xfoil.
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1) Validation study 1: planar PIV measurements by Ferreira et al.
[42] for a one-bladed VAWT equipped with NACA0015 airfoil
operating in dynamic stall is employed for validation study 1. In
the experiment, the blade vorticity evolution was analyzed.

2) Validation study 2: stereoscopic PIV measurements by Tescione
et al. [65] for a two-bladed VAWT equipped with NACA0018
airfoil operating in optimal regime is employed for validation
study 2. The experiment measured the streamwise and lateral
d1 ¼
�
15:83333

�
xt
c

�3

�2:17857
�
xt
c

�2

�0:240476
�
xt
c

�2

þ1:009
�
ðt = cÞ (3)
velocities in the turbine near wake.
3) Validation study 3: CP measurements by Castelli et al. [74] for a

three-bladed VAWT equipped with NACA0021 airfoil operating
at a wide range of tip speed ratios is used for validation study 3.

Table 4 presents details of the test and turbine settings and the
absolute deviation (AD) between CFD and experiment in %.
Experimental uncertainty (ExUn) is also reported in % where
available. For brevity, the details of the validation studies are not
repeated here, and the reader is referred to Refs. [66]. For the three
validation studies, acceptable agreement between the CFD and the
experiment was observed.

3. Airfoil shapes

3.1. List of test cases

In the present study, the three main parameters defining the
shape of the symmetric NACA four-digit airfoil series, shown in
Fig. 4, are modified within the ranges given in Table 5.

The selected ranges represent the most practical regimes for the
three parameters, since the typical range for airfoil maximum
thickness is between 10% and 24%; a chordwise position of
428
maximum thickness greater than 40% results in an undesirable
airfoil shape; and a leading edgewith a radius index of smaller than
4.5 and larger than 7.5 would be too sharp and too blunt, respec-
tively. In total, 126 airfoil shapes are generated for the analysis. The
generated airfoil shapes are shown in Fig. 5. The modification of the
airfoil shapes and the related equations are presented in Sec. 3.2.
3.2. Modification of airfoil coordinates

The airfoil shape coordinates (X, Y) for the modified symmetric
NACA four-digit airfoil series are defined using Eq. (1) [75]. Taking
the airfoil chord as the X-axis ranging from 0 to 1, the equation will
provide the ordinates Y using two separate equations, (1) for X
ranging from the leading edge to the location of the airfoil
maximum thickness (0 � X < xt/c); and (2) for X ranging from the
location of the airfoil maximum thickness to the trailing edge (xt/
c < X � 1).

�HY1 ¼0:5
�
a0

ffiffiffiffi
X

p
þa1Xþa2X

2þa3X
3
�
; 0�X<xt

.
c

HY2 ¼d0þd1ð1�XÞþd2ð1�XÞ2þd3ð1�XÞ3; xt
.
c<X�1

(1)

The four coefficients d0, d1, d2 and d3, are determined as follow,
see Eq. (2)e5:

d0 ¼
trailing edge gap

2
(2)

Note that the standard NACA four-digit airfoil has a small gap at
the trailing edge, to about 1% t/c. In case of a closed-gap trailing
edge, d0 is set equal to zero [76]. The coefficient d1 is the trailing-
edge slope and can be expressed as a function of t/c and xt/c, see
Eq. (3):
The coefficients d2 and d3 can be computed using Eq. (4)e5:

d2 ¼
3½t=c� 2d0 � 2d1ð1� xt=cÞ�

2ð1� xt=cÞ2
þ d1
1� xt=c

(4)

d3 ¼
�d1

3ð1� xt=cÞ2
þ 2d2

3ð1� xt=cÞ (5)

Having I, the coefficient a0 is calculated using Eq. (6):

a0 ¼0:296904
I
6

(6)

Having the xt=c and the coefficient d1, a new parameter p is
defined, see Eq. (7), which is used to calculate the coefficients a1, a2
and a3 using Eq. (8)e10:

p¼ 0:2ð1� xt=cÞ2
0:588� 2d1ð1� xt=cÞ (7)



Fig. 7. Turbine power coefficient versus airfoil relative maximum thickness.
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Having the t/c and I, rLE can be calculated using Eq. (11). An index
of 6 will result in the original NACA airfoil shape series and the
index is recommended not to exceed 8 [75]. Further details on the
modification of the shape of the NACA 4-digit airfoil series is
described in Refs. [75e78].
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rLE ¼ 0:5½0:296904ððt=cÞ=0:2ÞðI=6Þ�2 ¼ 0:5½ððt=cÞ=0:2Þa0�2
(11)

3.3. Naming scheme

In this work, which is focused on symmetric airfoils with zero
camber, the following scheme is used to name the airfoils:
“NACA00t/c e I/xt/c”, where the symbols in the order of appearance
are:

- t/c is the airfoil relative maximum thickness as percent of the
chord

- I is the leading-edge radius index (with one decimal precision)
- xt/c is the chordwise position of the airfoil maximum thickness
in tenths of the chord (with two decimal precision)

As an example, the NACA0018e4.5/2.75 airfoil has t/c ¼ 18%c,
I ¼ 4.5, and xt/c ¼ 27.5%.



Fig. 8. Turbine instantaneous moment coefficient during the last revolution for
selected airfoils (l ¼ 2.5).
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4. Results

The results are classified in three sub-sections, i.e. Sec. 4.1e4.3,
where the impact of the three parameters (t/c, xt/c and I), are
separately discussed. In Sec. 4.4, the overall combined impact of the
airfoil shape parameters on the turbine power performance is
presented. The analysis is performed at two different l of 2.5 and
3.0, where at both l the variations of a exceeds the static stall angle
for all the studied airfoils and the blade experiences deep dynamic
stall. Fig. 6 shows the variations of a during the turbine last revo-
lution at l ¼ 2.5 and 3.0, where the variations of a are more limited
for l ¼ 3.0. Please note that the values of the angle of attack are
directly calculated from the CFD results, applying the method
completely described in Ref. [69].

4.1. Impact of maximum thickness (t/c)

Fig. 7 shows the turbine CP versus t/c for different values of xt/c.
The plots correspond to three different values of I ¼ 4.5, 6.0 and 7.5
(low, moderate and high values), at l¼ 2.5 and 3.0. Fig. 8 shows the
turbine instantaneous moment coefficient (Cm) during the last
revolution for selected airfoils. It can be seen that:

When the turbine is operating at l ¼ 2.5:
Regarding the airfoils with I ¼ 4.5 (see Fig. 7a): For the airfoils

with xt/c¼ 20%e30%, a polynomial trend is observed for CP versus t/
c. When t/c increases from 10% to 24%, an initial growth in CP values
is observed. Following that, an optimal t/c (topt/c) exists within the
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studied range at which the CP reaches its maximum value (CP,max).
The topt/c is found to gradually increase when xt/c shifts down-
stream towards the trailing edge up to 30%. Higher values of topt/c
for the airfoils with larger xt/c implies that the further downstream
the xt/c is, the thicker the optimal airfoil shape is. For xt/c ¼ 20%,
22.5%, 25%, 27.5% and 30%, topt/c is 12%, 15%, 18%, 18% and 21%,
respectively. Note that increasing t/c also means increasing the
pressure gradient along the airfoil, therefore, to optimally introduce
higher favorable pressure gradient along the airfoil a longer
chordwise extent is shown to be needed. By increasing t/c, the
absolute difference between CP,max and the corresponding CP value
for the thinnest airfoil (t/c ¼ 10%) increases. Such a value for the
airfoils with xt/c¼ 20%, 22.5%, 25%, 27.5%, and 30% is 0.0254, 0.0426,
0.0585, 0.0672 and 0.0751, respectively. The higher CP,max values for
the thicker blades at their corresponding optimal xt/c (xtopt/c) is due
to the higher level of pressure gradient. This is in good agreement
with the results of the earlier studies which concluded that thicker
blades show a better performance than thinner airfoils [47]. The
observed polynomial trend for CP versus t/c can be explained as
follows. For a fixed xt/c within the discussed range, when t/c in-
creases to the optimal value, at which CP,max occurs, the stall on the
blade is postponed. This can be seen, for example, in Fig. 8a where
the sudden drop in Cm occurs at comparatively higher azimuthal
angles when t/c increases from 10% to 12%. Note that within the
range at which t/c � topt/c, the slope of the Cl e a curve remains
almost invariant to t/c. On the contrary, when t/c > topt/c, the stall on
the blade is promoted, the slope of the Cl e a curve and the Cl,max

value drop and the chordwise extent of the trailing-edge separation
substantially grows due to the higher adverse pressure gradient for
X > xt/c. The comparatively earlier stall can be recognized from the
Cm plots shown in Fig. 8a, where the t/c increases from 12% to 24%.

In contrast to the observed trend for xt/c � 30%, for the higher
values of xt/c ¼ 35% and 40%, the CP monotonically grows yielding
the CP,max at the highest thickness of t/c ¼ 24%. The absolute dif-
ference between the CP,max and the corresponding CP value for the
thinnest airfoil (t/c ¼ 10%) for the airfoils with xt/c ¼ 35% and 40% is
0.0657 and 0.083, respectively. Themonotonic increase in CPwith t/
c is because for the xt/c positions of 35% and 40%, by increasing t/c
the stall on the blade is found to be delayed and the dynamic stall
and the consequent loads fluctuations are alleviated for thicker
airfoils. This can be seen, for example, in Fig. 8b, where increasing t/
c from 10% to 18% results in substantial delay in the sudden drop in
Cm and an increase in the curve peak. By further increase of the t/c
to 24% the Cm drop is altered to a more gradual reductionwithmore
limited fluctuations due to the diminished dynamic stall. For the
thicker airfoils, e.g. t/c¼ 24%, (although the slope of the Cle a curve,
the peak in Cm plot and the Cl,max values are lower) the more
gradual trailing-edge stall results in significantly lower Cd values,
which eventually is reflected as higher turbine CP. Note that due to
the large amount of presented results, the Cl and Cd plots are not
shown and only the turbine Cm plot is shown in Fig. 8.

Regarding the airfoils with I ¼ 6.0 (see Fig. 7b): Similar trend to
that of the smallest I of 4.5 is observed, except that the CP shows a
less sensitivity to t/c. The variations of the CP when t/c changes is
relatively less, compared to I¼ 4.5, especially for higher values of xt/
c. Note that the topt/c for the airfoils with xt/c ¼ 20% and 25% is 15%,
which is a bit different than that of lower I. The impact of I on the
observed reduction in |DCP| is separately discussed in Sec. 4.3, thus
not elaborated here.

Regarding the airfoils with I ¼ 7.5 (see Fig. 7c): The overall trend
for CP e t/c is similar to those of I ¼ 4.5 and 6.0, although the cor-
responding |DCP| shows noticeably less sensitivity to t/c. For the
airfoils with xt/c ¼ 20%, 22.5%, 25%, 30%, 35% and 40%, the topt/c are
12%, 12%, 15%, 18%, 21% and 15%, respectively.

When the turbine is operating at l ¼ 3.0:



Fig. 9. Turbine power coefficient versus chordwise position of maximum thickness.
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Regarding the airfoils with I ¼ 4.5 (see Fig. 7d): The overall trend
observed for CP e t/c is very similar to that of the lower l of 2.5,
except a noticeable difference that is the CP is found to be signifi-
cantly more sensitive to t/c, leading to comparatively higher values
of |DCP| at l ¼ 3.0. This can be explained as follows. Varying t/c
modifies the pressure gradient distribution along the blade, which
influences the laminar-to-turbulent transition onset and conse-
quently the aerodynamic loads. In the post-stall regime, however,
as the flow over the blade is fully separated, therefore, modification
of t/c will have negligible effect. When l increases from 2.5 to 3.0,
the variation of a reduces, see Fig. 6, and the blade experiences the
post-stall regimewithin amore limited azimuthal range. Because of
that, the regimewithinwhich the t/c and the boundary layer events
are influential expands and this is reflected as the observed higher
sensitivity of the CP to t/c at l ¼ 3.0. Apart from this, the trend for
the xt/c ¼ 35% and 40%, which is monotonic at l ¼ 2.5 within the
studied range, now is changed to polynomial having an optimal t/c
of 21%.

Regarding the airfoils with I ¼ 6.0 (see Fig. 7e): The overall trend
for CPe t/c is similar to both those of the same I at the lower l of 2.5,
and the smallest I of 4.5 at the same l ¼ 3.0. However, the CP is
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comparatively less sensitive to t/c (lower values of |DCP|) compared
to that of I ¼ 4.5 at the same l ¼ 3.0 and is found to be noticeably
more sensitive to t/c, compared to I ¼ 4.5 at l ¼ 2.5.

Regarding the airfoils with I ¼ 7.5 (see Fig. 7f): The CP follows the
same trend as those of the smallest and moderate I of 4.5 and 6.0 at
the same l ¼ 3.0, but with comparatively less sensitivity to t/c.
However, comparing to that of the same I ¼ 4.5 at l ¼ 2.5, the |DCP|
is considerably more sensitive to t/c, especially for the airfoils with
higher xt/c.

4.2. Impact of chordwise position of maximum thickness (xt/c)

Fig. 9 depicts the CP versus the xt/c for different values of t/c. It
can be seen that, when the turbine is operating at l ¼ 2.5:

Regarding the airfoils with I ¼ 4.5 (see Fig. 9a): For the thinnest
airfoils with t/c ¼ 10% and 12%, the CP,max corresponds to the airfoil
with t/c positioned at xt/c¼ 20%. By increasing xt/c from 20% to 40%,
the CP value monotonically decreases. The absolute reduction in CP
when xt/c shifts downstream from 20% to 40% is 0.0243 and 0.0424
for t/c¼ 10% and 12%, respectively. The reduction in CP by increasing
xt/c occurs because the stall of the thinnest airfoils is originated



Fig. 10. Turbine Cm during the last revolution at l ¼ 2.5 for selected airfoils.

Fig. 11. Turbine power coefficient versus leading-edge radius index for selected
airfoils.
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from the leading edge and shifting xt/c towards trailing edge pro-
motes the flow separation resulting in an earlier stall on the blade
(earlier drop in Cl and jump in Cd). This can be observed from the Cm
plots shown in Fig.10a, where for the airfoil with t/c¼ 12%, when xt/
c increases from 20% to 40%, the sudden drop in Cm, which signals
the occurrence of stall, happens at a comparatively earlier q and
also the peak value of Cm reduces.

Conversely for the thicker airfoils with t/c � 15%, a polynomial
trend is observed for CPe xt/c. For these airfoils, when xt/c increases
higher than 20%, an initial growth in CP values is observed.
Following that, an optimal xt/c (xtopt/c) exists within the studied
range corresponding to CP,max. The xtopt/c is found to increase when
the airfoils become thicker meaning that, the optimal shape cor-
responds to positioning of the t/c at a further downstream xt/c. This
was earlier discussed in Sec. 4.1. For t/c ¼ 15%, xtopt/c is 25%. By
further increasing of t/c to 18%, 21% and 24%, xtopt/c shifts down-
stream to 27.5%, 30% and 35%. The absolute difference in CP,max (at
xtopt/c) with respect to the corresponding CP value at xt/c ¼ 20% for
the airfoils with t/c ¼ 15%, 18%, 21% and 24% is 0.0119, 0.0505,
0.0852 and 0.1303, respectively. This polynomial trend can be
explained as the stall of these thicker airfoils mainly originates from
the trailing edge [79e82]. Therefore, shifting xt/c further down-
stream to xtopt/c limits the chordwise extent of the adverse pressure
gradient region along the airfoil, which eventually delays the stall
and limits the trailing-edge separation, reduces the post-stall load
fluctuations and the drag jump. For the thickest airfoils with t/
c � 21%, the stall type shifts to a softer one and the post-stall
fluctuations are significantly alleviated for xt/c � 35%. This can be
seen from the Cm plots for the thickest airfoil with t/c ¼ 24%
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(Fig. 10b), where for higher values of xt/c the turbine Cm improves,
the sudden drop in Cm changes to a more gradual reduction and the
subsequent Cm fluctuations (observed at q values after the drop in
Cm), get less pronounced. The peak in Cm also shifts from q ¼ 60� at
xt/c ¼ 20% to q ¼ 72� at xt/c ¼ 40% (see Fig. 10b). Alleviation of the
stall for the discussed airfoils also results in higher Cm values in the
rotor aft half, 180� � q < 360�. Further increase of xt/c > xtopt/c, is
found to promote the stall.

Regarding the airfoils with I ¼ 6.0 (see Fig. 9b): The observed
trend for CP e xt/c is very similar to that of I ¼ 4.5 and the xtopt/c for
airfoils with different thickness remain the same. However, the
sensitivity of the CP to the xt/c is more limited as the magnitude of
variations in CP when xt/c changes is comparatively less, especially
for the thicker airfoils. Detailed discussion on the impact of I on the
observed reduction in |DCP| is separately presented in Sec. 4.3, thus
not elaborated here.

Regarding the airfoils with I ¼ 7.5 (see Fig. 9c): The observed
trend for the thinnest airfoils with t/c ¼ 10% and for the thicker
airfoils with t/c > 12%, is similar to those of I ¼ 4.5 and 6.0. For the
airfoils with t/c ¼ 12%, xtopt/c is slightly shifted, i.e. 22.5%. In addi-
tion, |DCP| is found to be noticeably less when xt/c varies.

When the turbine is operating at l ¼ 3.0:
Regarding the airfoils with I ¼ 4.5 (see Fig. 9d): The overall trend



Fig. 12. Turbine power coefficient versus chordwise position of maximum thickness (xt/c) for selected airfoils with different leading-edge radius index (I).
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for CP e xt/c is similar to that of the same I at the lower l of 2.5,
except the fact that the CP is comparatively more sensitive to xt/c
(higher values of |DCP| are observed) at l ¼ 3.0, at which the vari-
ation of a is less than that of l ¼ 2.5 (see Fig. 6). This higher
sensitivity can be explained with the same physical reasoning
presented in Sec. 4.1 that is briefed as follows. Varying xt/cmodifies
the airfoil pressure gradient distribution, thus influencing the
transition onset and aerodynamic loads. For l¼ 3.0, the variation of
a reduces (see Fig. 6) and the blade experiences the post-stall
regime within a more limited azimuthal range, thus expanding
the regime within which the variation of the xt/c is influential. This
causes the comparatively higher sensitivity of the CP to xt/c at
l ¼ 3.0. Although the xtopt/c for airfoils with different thickness
remain the same, the CP,max value for the thickest airfoil with t/
c ¼ 24% no longer is higher than that of the airfoil with t/c ¼ 21%, in
contrast to the trend observed at l ¼ 2.5. The fact that at higher l,
the comparatively thinner airfoil of t/c ¼ 21% outperforms the
thicker airfoil of t/c¼ 24% is because, in general, thicker airfoils have
comparatively lower slope of the Cl e a curve but higher stall angle
and softer stall. Therefore, if the variations of a reduces (higher l),
thenwhat matters most is the superior performance at lower a and
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this is where the slope of the Cl e a curvematters more. This results
in the superior performance of the thinner 21%c airfoil over the
thicker 24%c airfoil.

Regarding the airfoils with I ¼ 6.0 (see Fig. 9e): The results for CP
versus xt/c follow a trend similar to those of the same leading-edge
radius at the lower l of 2.5, and also the smallest I of 4.5 at the same
l. However, the CP is noticeablymore sensitive to xt/c (higher values
of |DCP|) compared to that of the same leading-edge radius at
l¼ 2.5 and is found to be comparatively less sensitive to xt/c (lower
values of |DCP|) compared to that of I ¼ 4.5 at l ¼ 3.0.

Regarding the airfoils with I ¼ 7.5 (see Fig. 9f): The same trend as
those of I ¼ 4.5 and 6.0, but with relatively less sensitivity to xt/c is
observed. Nevertheless, comparing to that of the same leading-
edge radius of I ¼ 4.5 at lower l of 2.5, |DCP| when xt/c changes is
considerably more, especially for the thicker airfoils.
4.3. Impact of leading-edge radius index (I)

Fig. 11 shows the CP versus I for airfoils with different t/c and xt/c
at l ¼ 2.5 and 3.0. Fig. 12 shows the CP versus xt/c for a thin, a
moderately-thick and a thick airfoil. Fig. 13 presents the Cm during



Fig. 13. Turbine Cm during the last revolution at l ¼ 2.5 for selected airfoils with different I.

Table 6
Impact of leading-edge radius index on CP for NACA0021-I/3.0.

l 2.5 3.0

I 7.5 6.0 4.5 7.5 6.0 4.5
CP 0.028 0.06 0.084 0.107 0.16 0.173
DCP [%] þ114.7 þ41 þ50.7 þ7.2
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the last turbine revolution for the selected airfoils at l ¼ 2.5. The
observations for these figures are categorized based on t/c as
follows.

Regarding the airfoils with t/c � 12% (see Figs. 11 and 12a,d and
13a-b): In general, the CP values of the thin airfoils are found to
be weakly dependent on the leading-edge radius. This can be
explained as changing I will minimally modify the airfoil shape for
thin airfoils due to the geometrical constraints set by the maximum
thickness, thus the aerodynamic loads are marginally influenced by
I. For xt/c ¼ 20%, by increasing I from 4.5 to 7.5, the CP value slightly
decreases. The absolute difference in CP for the airfoil with I ¼ 4.5
with respect to the corresponding value at I ¼ 6.0 and 7.5 is 0.012
and 0.016, respectively. This small reduction in CP is also consistent
with the observed trend for the Cm plots for the thin airfoils with
different I, see Fig. 13a. The analysis shows that by increasing I for
the thin airfoils, the Cd,max slightly increases resulting in the
observedmarginal reduction in CP. This is while the slope of the Cle
a curve and the astall remain almost unchanged and a light increase
in Cl,max for higher values of I is observed. The impact of I on the CP
remains marginal for the thinner airfoils with xt/c further down-
stream as well. Similar trend is observed at the higher l of 3.0,
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where the CP is weakly sensitive to I.
Regarding the airfoils with 15% � t/c � 18% (see Figs. 11 and 12b,e

and 13c-d): The observed trend for CP e I is different from that of
the thinner airfoils. Firstly, the CP values are found tomonotonically
decrease by increasing I, regardless of the t/c and xt/c. This is
thought to be due to the increase in the Cd,max for higher values of I.
Secondly, the CP values are more significantly sensitive to I,
compared to the thinner airfoils. This could be explained as the
comparatively higher t/c of these airfoil imposes less geometrical
constraints and changing the leading-edge radius can more
noticeably influence the airfoil shape, compared to the thinner
airfoils. The higher sensitivity of CP to I is more prominent for
moderate values of xt/c, 22.5% � xt/c � 35%. This range approxi-
mately corresponds to the optimal CP range for such airfoils and the
highest sensitivity of CP to I is observed at the CP,max. The absolute
differences between the CP,max values for NACA0018-I/2.75 when I
increases from 4.5 to I ¼ 6.0 and 7.5 are 0.022 and 0.0423. The CP
values are less dependent to I for the airfoils where xt/c < 22.5% or
>35%. This can also be seen in Fig. 13c where for the airfoils with xt/
c ¼ 20%, the turbine Cm and the azimuthal angle corresponding to
the sudden drop in Cm are almost invariant to I. Conversely, the
peak in the Cm plots for airfoils with xt/c ¼ 35%, see Fig. 13d,
decrease by increasing I, which is in linewith the observed trend for
CP values. Similar trend, as explained for the l ¼ 2.5, is observed at
the higher l of 3.0, where the CP is even more sensitive to I. The
higher l corresponds to the operational regime where the
moderate-thickness airfoil perform better and have higher CP,max.
Thus, the impact of I is found to be the most significant in the CP
regime. This is interesting because as already discussed, the impact



Fig. 14. Turbine CP in t/c e xt/c space. Each contour plot is based on 42 simulations. Note the difference in range of colormaps.

Table 7
Optimal airfoil shapes for l ¼ 2.5 and 3.0.

l Name t/c [%] xt/c [%] I [�]

2.5 NACA0024e4.5/3.5 24 35 4.5
3.0 NACA0018e4.5/2.75 18 27.5 4.5
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of the I is also more significant at moderate values of xt/c, corre-
sponding to the optimal values. Below it is shown that for the
thicker airfoils where the optimal regime is slightly shifted, the
range of most prominent influence of I is similarly shifted.

Regarding the airfoils with t/c > 18% (see Figs. 11 and 12c,f and
13e-f): The observations for the thicker airfoils are quite similar
to those of the moderate-thickness airfoils. The CP is found to
monotonically decrease by increasing I. Table 6 gives an example
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for the airfoil NACA0021-I/3.0, where the increase in CP by reduc-
tion in I is quantified. In addition, the highest sensitivity of CP to I is
found to occur at the optimal range of xt/c, which for thick airfoils
correspond to larger values of xt/c, and at the lower l of 2.5, which
also corresponds to the operational regime where the thick airfoils
have their best performance. The absolute differences between the
CP,max values at l ¼ 2.5 for NACA0024-I/3.5 when I increases from
4.5 to I ¼ 6.0 and 7.5 are 0.0362 and 0.0745. The Cm plots for
NACA0024-I/3.5 shown in Fig.13f also imply the reduction in the Cm
values, the promotion in the occurrence of stall, the more signifi-
cant post-stall load fluctuations and the dramatic reduction in the
Cm value in the turbine downwind quartile for higher values of I. In
addition, Increasing I is found to reduce the slope of the Cle a curve
and the drag jump due to stall (due to a more subtle stall). For small
values of xt/c the airfoil shape and thus the aerodynamic loads are



Fig. 15. Optimal airfoil shapes for l ¼ 2.5 and 3.0.
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insignificantly sensitive to I. As can be seen, for example, in Fig. 13e,
the turbine Cm and the instant of the stall occurrence are almost
invariant to I.

4.4. Overall impact of airfoil shape

This section gives an overall view of the combined impact of the
airfoil shape on the turbine CP and CT at the l of 2.5 and 3.0 in deep
dynamic stall.

Fig. 14 illustrates the CP values in t/c e xt/c space for different I
and l. At both l, the global optimum corresponds to the smallest I
of 4.5. At the lower l of 2.5, where the variations of a are higher, the
global optimum occurs at higher t/c and xt/c, compared to the l of
3.0. Increasing l, results in reduction in the range of variations of a,
which influences the global optimum, by decreasing the optimal
values of t/c and xt/c. Table 7 lists the characteristics of the optimal
airfoils at both l and the optimal airfoils are illustrated in Fig. 15.
The dependency of the global optimal airfoil characteristics shows
the significance of the fact that the airfoil design needs to be with
careful considerations regarding the target operational conditions
of the turbine.

At l ¼ 2.5, for the smallest leading-edge radius, I ¼ 4.5, the
optimal combination of t/c and xt/c correspond to the top right
corner of the contour plot, i.e. high thickness with xt/c far from
leading edge. Increasing I is found to shift the local optimum
diagonally to the bottom left corner of the contour plot. For I ¼ 4.5,
the local optimum corresponds to a thick airfoil, t/c ¼ 24%, with xt/
c ¼ 35%. For I ¼ 6.0, the local optimum corresponds to relatively
thick airfoils with xt/c relatively far from the leading edge, where
both optimal values of t/c and xt/c are comparatively less than that
of the I ¼ 4.5. For I ¼ 7.5, the optimal shape corresponds to a thin
airfoil with xt/c close to the leading edge. The dependency of the
local optimum on all the 3 shape defining parameters is an
important finding as it reveals their combined influence and con-
firms the initial hypothesis that an airfoil shape study of one of the
parameters while keeping the rest fixed could be misleading by not
presenting the overall picture.

At l ¼ 3.0, the local optimum at different leading-edge radius is
less significantly shifted, which implies that where the variations of
a are more limited, the optimal shape could be less sensitive to the
I. Overall, the local optimum at different values of I correspond to
moderate to high values of t/c and xt/c.

The contour plots help to identify the region in which optimal
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airfoil characteristics lie, while also revealing the regions of the
poor turbine CP, which need to be avoided. Such plots may aid as a
conceptual reference for VAWT designers and manufacturers to
make the right decisions in the initial design stages, so that they can
achieve the desired goals.

Fig. 16 illustrates the turbine CT values in t/c e xt/c space for
different I at l ¼ 2.5 and 3.0. An important observation is that the
regions of highest CT are not coinciding with the local optimums in
CP plots. The CT,max regions are, consistently for all values of I and l,
corresponding to the bottom left corner of the plots, i.e. thin airfoils
with t/c positioned near the leading edge. This inconsistency in the
regions of the optimal CP and the CT,max is of significant importance
and is contrary to the typical observations for the HAWTs. Typically
for HAWTs, where the turbine exerts higher thrust loads on the
flow, it can also extract more energy, therefore, the optimal points
for CP and CT are correlated, within a range. However, the under-
lying physics of VAWTs is different, and a direct correlation be-
tween the CP and CT values are not present. Therefore, the CT values
are of less importance when analyzing the turbine power perfor-
mance and could be more relevant to the structural analysis of the
turbine and tower. Nevertheless, increasing I is found to increase
the extent of the region of high CT values. In addition, the turbine
experiences higher CT values at higher l of 3.0.

4.5. Aerodynamic analysis of optimal airfoils

Fig. 17 shows the aerodynamic load coefficients, namely lift and
drag coefficients Cl and Cd, versus q and angle of attack a during the
turbine last half-revolution for the optimal airfoil shapes at l ¼ 2.5
and 3.0, which are NACA0024e4.5/3.5 and NACA0018e4.5/2.75,
respectively. For both cases, the occurrence of dynamic stall is
apparent with post-stall load fluctuations, load hysteresis, the lift
drops and the drag jump. The optimal airfoils have a Cl,max of nearly
1.5. The drag jump is less substantial at the higher l of 3.0, where
the range of variation of a is more limited and the airfoil experi-
ences comparatively lighter dynamic stall.

Fig. 18 illustrates contour plots of the dimensionless instanta-
neous tangential velocity (Vtan,n) with superimposed streamlines at
selected azimuthal positions for the optimal airfoils. On top of the
figure the coordinate system and the presented azimuthal positions
are schematically shown. The figure is presented to highlight the
reverse flow regions along the optimal airfoil shapes. For both
optimal airfoils, the airfoil experiences a trailing-edge type of stall,
i.e. the stall is originated from a trailing-edge separation (TES)
which gradually grows towards the leading-edge and eventually
covers thewhole suction side. For the NACA0024e4.5/3.5 at l¼ 2.5,
the TES is formed at q ¼ 65�. By further increase of q to 75�, a
counter-rotating trailing-edge roll-up vortex (TEV) is forming
which grows larger at q ¼ 85� and is shed. This initiates the load
fluctuations observed in Cl and Cd plots. By shedding the TEV, at
q ¼ 95�, again only the TES is observed. At higher q, again, the TEV
can be seen, which signals the repeated formation and shedding of
the TEV and the consequent load fluctuations in Fig. 17. At the same
time, the TES is growing and covers the whole blade at q ¼ 125�,
where the highest drag is also experienced. The process of stall for
NACA0018e4.5/2.75 at l ¼ 3.0 is quite similar but the presence of
TEVs is less pronounced, which explains the milder load
fluctuations.

5. Discussion

The presented results in Sec. 4 correspond to two different tip



Fig. 16. Turbine CT in t/c e xt/c space. Each contour plot is based on 42 simulations. Note the difference in range of colormaps.
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speed ratios of 2.5 and 3, where the turbine blade experiences deep
dynamic stall, with different range of variations of the angle of
attack. The analysis highlights the dependency of the optimal airfoil
shape to the turbine tip speed ratio, i.e. the range of variation of a.
This dependency suggests the importance of continuation of this
work for other tip speed ratios, where a light dynamic stall would
occur, or dynamic stall is avoided. In addition, the study is per-
formed at a fixed Reynolds number, turbulence intensity and
reduced frequency, where the variance of the optimal airfoil char-
acteristics to these operational parameters is also of interest for
future studies.
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Airfoil asymmetry, which is described by airfoil maximum
camber and its chordwise position, is another important geomet-
rical characteristic impacting the power performance of VAWTs,
which is yet to be comprehensively investigated in future studies
towards designing optimal airfoil shapes for VAWTs.

In addition, the airfoil shape modification is based on the NACA
4-digit airfoil series, which are themost popular choices for VAWTs.
This choice allowed us to change several geometrical parameters,
namely maximum thickness (t/c), chordwise-position of maximum
thickness (xt/c) and the leading-edge radius index (I),
simultaneously.



Fig. 17. Variations of lift and drag coefficients versus azimuth and angle of attack during the last turbine half-revolution for the optimal airfoil shapes, i.e. NACA0024e4.5/3.50 and
NACA0018e4.5/2.75 at l ¼ 2.5 and 3.0.
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The focus of the analysis in the present study is on the analysis of
the turbine power performance under the influence of the afore-
mentioned airfoil shape defining parameters. However, other pa-
rameters, such as the blade surface roughness, turbine solidity and
the number of blades (esp. for high solidity turbines) could also
influence the airfoil aerodynamic loads and thus could impact the
choice of the optimal airfoil shape. Therefore, the sensitivity of the
identified optimal regions for the airfoil characteristics to these
parameters could be interesting to be investigated.

Furthermore, while designing a turbine, aerodynamic perfor-
mance is one of the objectives, and the blade structural perfor-
mance and the turbine noise generation could be other important
factors one should consider. A design challenge is to compromise all
considering the dictated design constraints. Therefore, the choice of
the airfoil shape also needs to consider other factors such as the
blade structural strength and stiffness, which are of importance to
withstand the high aerodynamic loads and to limit the resultant
deflections, and the blade aeroacoustic noise.

6. Conclusions

Incompressible URANS simulations, extensively validated with
experiments, are employed to characterize the impact of parame-
ters defining the shape of the symmetric airfoils, namely t/c, xt/c
and I, on the power performance of VAWTs in dynamic stall regime,
at l ¼ 2.5 and 3.0.

Within the studied ranges, the main conclusions are as follows:

- Depending on the airfoil leading-edge radius, an optimal com-
bination of t/c and xt/c exists, corresponding to CP,max. Increasing
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t/c, shifts the optimal xt/c towards the trailing edge. In addition,
by increasing t/c (i.e. thicker airfoils), the CP becomes more
significantly sensitive to xt/c.

- At l ¼ 2.5, increasing I from 4.5 to 7.5 shifts the optimal com-
bination of t/c and xt/c from high values, i.e. thick airfoils with xt/
c far from the leading edge, to low values, i.e. thin airfoils with
xt/c near the leading edge. At the higher l of 3.0, the optimal
combination of t/c and xt/c is less dependent on the leading-
edge radius.

- Decreasing I from the default value for NACA 4-digit airfoil se-
ries, I ¼ 6.0, to 4.5 monotonically increases the turbine CP,
regardless of the t/c and xt/c. The increment becomes more
pronounced near the optimal value of xt/c for the respective
airfoil and in general where CP is highest. The improvement in
the CP is mainly due to the reduction in drag jump associated
with stall.

- The optimal airfoil characteristics is dependent on the turbine l,
i.e. the range of variations of a. At the lower l of 2.5, the optimal
airfoil is a thick airfoil, t/c ¼ 24%, with xt/c far from the leading
edge at 35%, and the airfoil has a comparatively small leading-
edge radius with I ¼ 4.5 (NACA0024e4.5/3.5). The optimal
shape changes to NACA0018e4.5/2.75 for the higher l of 3.0.

The findings of the present study are of high significance as they
highlight the coupled influence of the three symmetric airfoil
shape-defining parameters on the turbine power performance. This
means that, investigating one parameter, while keeping the rest
fixed, could be misleading and will not provide the overall picture
failing to identify the global optimum. In addition, the identified
optimal airfoil shapes at dynamic stall can be a starting point for



Fig. 18. Contour plots of the dimensionless instantaneous tangential velocity with superimposed streamlines. The coordinate system and the presented azimuthal positions are
schematically shown on top.
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defining a set of shapes for designing morphing airfoils for VAWTs.
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